Three-body resonances in theKN N system have been studied within a framework of thē KN N − πY N coupled-channel Faddeev equation. By solving the three-body equation, the energy dependence of the resonantKN amplitude is fully taken into account. The S-matrix pole has been investigated from the eigenvalue of the kernel with the analytic continuation of the scattering amplitude on the unphysical Riemann sheet. TheKN interaction is constructed from the leading order term of the chiral Lagrangian using relativistic kinematics. The Λ(1405) resonance is dynamically generated in this model, where theKN interaction parameters are fitted to the data of scattering length. As a result we find a three-body resonance of the strange dibaryon system with binding energy, B ∼ 79 MeV, and width, Γ ∼ 74 MeV. The energy of the three-body resonance is found to be sensitive to the model of the I = 0KN interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of the kaonic atoms [1] revealed an attractiveK-nucleus interaction. Although the strength of the attraction depends on the parametrization of the density dependence of the optical potential [1] and the theoretical study of theK optical potential suggests a rather shallow potential [2] , there has been a great interest in the possibilities ofK-nucleus bound states in recent years. Akaishi and Yamazaki [3, 4] studied the kaon bound states in light nuclei and found deeply bound kaonic states, for example, B ∼ 100
MeV for 3K H. In their study, the kaonic nuclear states were investigated by using theK optical potential, which is constructed by folding the g matrix with a trial nuclear density.
The potential model ofKN − πΣ interaction is determined to reproduce the Λ(1405) and the scattering length. The kaonic nuclear states are further studied by using a method of antisymmetrised molecular dynamics [5] using theKN g matrix.
Among the simplestK nucleus state, the K − pp state, which has strangeness S = −1, total angular momentum and parity J π = 0 − , and isospin I = 1/2 dibaryon state, is expected to MeV in Ref. [4] . However it was pointed out that the data can be understood by the twonucleon absorption of K − in nuclei together with the final state interaction of the outgoing baryons [7] .
In the attractive interaction of kaon in nuclei, the resonance Λ(1405) in the s-wave and I = 0 channelKN scattering state plays an essential role. The energy of the Λ(1405) is below theKN threshold and strongly couples with the πΣ state. Although the kaonic nuclear states have been studied so far by using theKN g matrix or optical potential, it might be very important to examine the full dynamical calculation ofKN − πΣ system by taking into account the energy dependence of the resonance t matrix and the coupling with theKN −πΣ channel explicitly. Such a theoretical study may be possible in the simplest kaonic nuclei with baryon number B = 2 system. In this work, we study the strange dibaryon system by taking into account the three-body dynamics using theKNN −πΣN −πΛN (KNN −πY N) coupled-channel Faddeev equation with relativistic and non-relativistic kinematics.
Methods to investigate resonances in the three-body system have been developed in the studies of the three-neutron [8, 9] , πNN dibaryon [10, 11] and ΣNN hypernuclei [10, 12, 13] .
In this work, we employ a method started by Glöckle [8] and Möller [9] and developed by Matsuyama and Yazaki, Afnan, Pearce and Gibson [10, 12, 13] to find a pole of the S matrix in the unphysical energy plane from the eigenvalue of the kernel of the Faddeev equation.
To analytically continue the scattering amplitude into the unphysical sheet, the path of the momentum integral must be carefully deformed in the complex plane to avoid possible singularities.
The most important interaction for the study of the strange dibaryon system is for the I = 0KN states. The internal structure of the Λ(1405) has been a long standing issue. The chiral Lagrangian [14, 15, 16] approach can describe well the low energyKN reaction with the meson-baryon dynamics. A genuine q 3 picture of the Λ(1405) coupled with meson-baryon [17] may not yet be excluded. Though previous studies of theKNN system used phenomenological models of theKN potentials, we use s-wave meson-baryon coupled-channel potentials guided by the lowest order chiral Lagrangian. With this model, the strength of the potentials and the relative strength of the potentials among various meson-baryon channels are not parameters but are determined from the SU(3) structure of the chiral Lagrangian. In this model, the Λ(1405) is an 'unstable bound state', whose pole on the unphysical sheet will become the bound state ofKN when the coupling between thē KN and the πY is turned off. We examine a relativistic model as well as a nonrelativistic model to account for the relativistic energy of pion in the πY N state.
We briefly explain ourKNN − πY N coupled-channel equations and the procedure to search for the three-body resonance in section 2. The model of the two-body interactions used in this work is explained in section 3. We then report our results on theKNN dibaryon resonance in section 4. This work is the extension of the early version of our analysis reported in Ref. [18] . Recently Shevchenko et al. [19] performed a similar study of theKNN system using Faddeev equation starting form the phenomenologicalKN interaction within a nonrelativistic framework. The comparison of our results with theirs will be discussed in section 4.
II. COUPLED CHANNEL FADDEEV EQUATION AND RESONANCE POLE
We start from the Alt-Grassberger-Sandhas(AGS) equation [20] for the three-body scattering problem. The operators U i,j of the three-body scattering satisfy the AGS equation
Here we label the pair of particles j, k by the spectator particle i = 1, 2, 3. The two-body t matrix t i of particles j, k with the spectator particle i is given by the solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation:
Here G 0 = 1/(W − H 0 + iǫ) is the free Green's function of the three particles, and W is the total energy of the three-body system.
When the two-body interactions v i are given in separable form with the vertex form factor |g i > and the coupling constant γ i as
the AGS-equation of Eq. (1) is written in the form
The amplitude X i,j is defined by the matrix element of
The state vector | p i , g i > represents a plane wave state of the spectator i and the state vector |g i > of the interacting pair.
The driving term Z i,j of Eq. (4) shown in Fig. 1 (a) is given by the particle exchange mechanism defined as
i for the relativistic model. The reduced mass is defined as
Following the standard method of angular momentum expansion [21] , the AGS equation reduces to following coupled integral equations by keeping only s-wave states:
Here we used a simplified notation for the kernel K = Zτ , which can be written as
The formulas given above are valid for the spinless and distinguishable particles without channel coupling among the Fock-space vectors. In ourKNN resonance problem, we have included the followingKNN and πY N states:
with Y i is Σ i or Λ i . After anti-symmetrizing the amplitude for identical particles of nucleons [11] , we obtain the following forms of the coupled AGS equations,
Here we have suppressed the spin-isospin quantum numbers, the spectator momentum p j and the total energy of the three-body system W in Z, X and τ for simplicity. 
The pion exchange mechanism may play an important role in the width of the resonance. In this work, we have not included weak Y N interaction. It was found in Ref. [19] that the Y N interaction plays rather minor role in this strange dibaryon system.
To find the resonance energy of the three-body system using the AGS equation of Eq.
(17), we follow the method used in Refs. [8, 9, 10, 12, 13] . The AGS equation of Eq. (13) is a Fredholm-type integral equation with the kernel K = Zτ . Using the eigenvalue η a (W ) and the eigenfunction |φ a (W ) > of the kernel for given energy W ,
the scattering amplitude X can be written as
At the energy W = W p where η a (W p ) = 1, the amplitude has a pole, and therefore W p gives the bound state or resonance energy.
Since a resonance pole appears on the unphysical energy Riemann sheet, we need analytic continuation of the scattering amplitude. We use here the nonrelativistic model to explain a method of analytic continuation, which is based on Refs. [9, 10] . At first we examine the singularities of the kernel of Eq. (13) . Above the threshold energy of the three-body break
has logarithmic singularities. The branch points appear
The singularities of the one particle exchange interaction Z(p i , p n , W ) in the complex p n plane at W = E + iǫ and the real p i .
at p n = ±p Z 1,2 , where
For given p i > 0, the cuts run from p Z 1 to p Z 2 above the positive real axis of complex p n plane and from −p Z 1 to −p Z 2 below the negative real axis as shown in Fig. 2 , while the integration of momentum p n in Eq. (13) is along the real positive axis.
Let us consider the case when W has a negative imaginary part. For given p i > 0, the cut from p Z 1 to p Z 2 moves into the fourth quadrant across the integration contour of p n .
Assuming the integrand of Eq. (12) is an analytic function around real positive p n , one can perform an analytic continuation of the amplitudes by deforming the integration contour along the logarithmic singularity as shown in Fig. 3 and then we obtain amplitudes on the unphysical Riemann sheet.
FIG. 3:
The integration contour C and the singularity of Z at W = E − iΓ/2 and real value of p i .
In principle it might be possible to solve the AGS equation keeping the momentum variables real and taking into account the discontinuity across the cut. The moving logarithmic singularities depending on p i make it difficult to solve the integral equation. To overcome this problem we deform the integration contour of p i , p n , into the fourth quadrant of the complex momentum plane so that we take into account the contribution of the cuts. As an example of ourKNN − πY N problem, we choose the integration contour of p n as shown in solid line in Fig. 4 . Here we take the energy
is below the mass ofKNN and above the πY N. The shaded region in Fig. 4 shows the cuts of 'Z' for the pion exchange mechanism. The cuts become 'forbidden regions' because the position of the cuts depends on p i , which runs the same integration contour as p n . In our numerical calculation, we studied all the 'forbidden regions' for π, N and K exchange mechanism and determined the integration contour. With the integration contour C in Fig.   4 , we choose the physical sheet ofKNN.
The singularities of the isobar propagator τ (W ) arises from the three-body Green's function in the integrand of τ . The poles are at q n = ± 2µ j W th −
, we can analytically continue it into the same unphysical sheet as the case in Z as long as we keep the same deformed contour as the one used in Z. Another singularity we have to worry about is the singularity due to the two-body resonance. Since ourKN − πΣ system has the two-body resonance Λ(1405), the cut starts from the two-body resonance energy in the complex energy plane. To examine this, we write the approximate energy dependence MeV in the complex p n plane. C is integration contour of p n and p i . of the τ as
Here p N and m N are the momentum and mass of the spectator nucleon. The reduced mass of the spectator nucleon with the isobar pairKN or πΣ is denoted as η N and E Λ * is the pole energy of Λ(1405).
the two-body t-matrix has a singularity, which is plotted as a solid line in Fig. 5(a) . We illustrate the typical trajectories of the three-body resonance pole W = W p as curves A and B in Fig. 5 . If the pole trajectories A and B intercept the two-body NΛ(1405) cut, then the analytic continuation to the NΛ(1405) unphysical energy sheet must be examined. The same situation from the p N plane is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The momentum p * corresponding to the energy W p of the three-body resonance is determined by
If p * intercepts the contour C, we have to take care of the analytic continuation of the NΛ(1405) energy sheet. As will be seen in section 4, the trajectories of the three-body resonance in our calculation follow line A of Fig. 5 (a) and do not intercept the singularity of the two-body resonance. 
III. MODEL OF THE TWO-BODY INTERACTIONS
We take into account theKN interactions in J 
The meson-baryon potential derived from the chiral Lagrangian can be written as
Here p and p ′ are the momentum of the meson in the initial state α and the final state MeV for the non-relativistic and the relativistic models. The relativistic kinematics might be important in describing πY channel because of the small pion mass. We choose this model (a) as a standard parameter of theKN interaction.
TheKN scattering lengths are not very well constrained from the data. The ranges of thē KN scattering lengths are studied within the chiral unitary model in Ref. [23] . In this work,
we simply examined models with the scattering length a energies are slightly larger than the pole energy reported in Ref. [24] . Therefore as a last model, model (f) reproduces the deeper resonance energy 1406 − i25 MeV of Ref. [24] . The scattering length of this model is −1.72 + i0.44 fm, which is, however, somewhat different from the value −1.54 + i0.74 fm in Ref. [24] .
The I = 1KN interaction is described by theKN − πΣ − πΛ coupled-channel model.
The coupling constants C β,α are CK N −KN = 2, CK N −πΣ = −2, CK N −πΛ = − √ 6, C πΣ−πΣ = 4
and C πΣ−πΛ = C πΛ−πΛ = 0. The cutoff Λ's are determined to fit the imaginary part of the scattering length of Ref. [22] , which are given as model (A) in Tables III and IV for the nonrelativistic and the relativistic models. The real part of the scattering length of those models is larger than a I=1 KN = 0.37 + i0.60 fm of Ref. [22] . The K − p scattering length predicted from model (aA) , which is model (a) for I = 0 and model (A) for I = 1 interactions, is between the central values of the two kaonic hydrogen data [25, 26, 27] . To study the sensitivity of the models of I = 1KN interaction to the resonance energy of K − pp system, we constructed model (B) given in Tables III and IV. A similar model ofKN interaction is developed to study K − d scattering [28] . The range of the vertex form factor found in in Ref. [28] , which is monopole form factor with 880MeV cutoff mass, is comparable to ours.
The total cross sections of K − p reactions predicted from our models (aA), (aB) and (fA) are shown in Fig. 6 together with the data [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] . The models (aA) and (aB) (Fig. 6b) and 6c ) reactions, where both I = 0 and I = 1 interactions contribute to the cross section. The models of I = 0 (I = 1) can be tested from calculated using the models. The models describe well the S 11 phase shifts up to 1.2 GeV as shown in Fig. 7 .
For the I = 3/2 πN scattering, the πN potential is constructed so as to reproduce the scattering length (−0.0927 ± 0.0093)m −1 π [34] and the S 31 partial wave phase shifts data. Here we introduced a modified dipole form factor as
KN ( 
FIG. 6:
The total cross section of (a) The parameters of the model are Λ and a for the form factor and the strength parameter λ.
The obtained parameters are summarized in Table VI . The relativistic model can describe well the phase shifts up to 1.2 GeV as shown in Fig. 7 ; however, the non-relativistic model starts to deviate from the data at around 1.1 GeV.
We used a Yamaguchi-type separable interaction for the nucleon-nucleon potential. To take into account the long range attractive interaction and the short range repulsion of the two-nucleon interaction, we used a two-term separable potential, Here C R (C A ) is the coupling strength of the repulsive (attractive) potential.
is the form factor, whose form is given as
, where Λ is a cutoff of the nucleon-nucleon potential. The adjustable parameters in our nucleon-nucleon potential are determined by fits to the data of the 1 S 0 phase shifts [36] .
The best-fit parameters are summarized in Table VI . The low energy phase shifts of the 1 S 0 state is shown in Fig. 8 . Ref. [36] are shown in triangles.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dibaryon resonance with J π = 0 − , S = −1, I = 1/2 is studied using a formalism of the Faddeev equation as explained in section 2. We assume all the angular momentum to be in an s-wave state and the spin singlet state S BB = 0 for the two baryon states. We have included the dominantKNN, πΣN and πΛN Fock-space components, whose isospin if we neglect the repulsive component of the NN interaction, we obtain a much more deeply bound state.
In the next step, we gradually include the πY N interactions, while the pion-exchange
is not yet included. To do this, we multiply by factor x the coupling constants C α,β of theKN − πY and πY − πY interactions as xC α,β . When the parameter is zero, x = 0, the πY is disconnected fromKN and when it takes the value 1, x = 1, we recover the full model. By varying the parameter x from 0 to 1, we can follow the trajectory of the resonance pole from the bound state pole. Now theKNN bound state decays into the πY N channel and the bound state pole moves into the unphysical sheet. Since thē KNN bound state was found above the πΣN threshold, the resonance pole may be on the πY N unphysical andKNN physical Riemann sheet, which we have discussed in section 2. The results of the pole trajectories are shown by the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 9 corresponding to the relativistic and the nonrelativistic models. Increasing the coupling to the πY N channel causes the width as well as the binding energy of the resonance increases. we encounter singularities or not. As an example, the pole of the three-body resonance is
shown by the solid line in Fig Let us briefly compare our results with those of the other theoretical studies of the K − pp resonance, which use a nonrelativistic approach. Our resonance has a deeper binding energy and a similar width compared with those in Ref. [4] . However, it is not straightforward to compare with the pole energy of Ref. [4] because of the differences in the method to obtain the three-body resonance energy and on the model for theKN interaction. Their KN potential is stronger and has a short range than ours. Recently Shevchenko, Gal and
Mares [19] studied K − pp system using the nonrelativistic coupled-channel Faddeev equation.
Though the details of their method is not described in Ref. [19] , it seems their approach is quite similar to our present study. Then Eq. (7) is extended to include spin-isospin degrees of freedom. The particle exchange interaction for the spectators l, m, the isobars f ′ , f with spin-isospin (S ′ , I ′ ) and (S, I) and the exchanged particle n can be expressed as follows 
